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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis:
    Three main achieved results

In the process of reconstructing three-dimensional face from the skull based on soft tissue thickness, I propose the following three algorithms:

- I proposed algorithm of digitized three-dimensional skull from two-dimensional images of the skull. In this algorithm, I analyzed the sift error issuing while taking pictures and limited the effect of sift error on three-dimensional skull building. Solutions contribute to reducing 13% to 36% average error and the largest error when comparing three-dimensional skull characteristics after adjustment with original skull than before adjustment.

- I proposed algorithm extracting automatically features on the three-dimensional digitalized skull. This algorithm helped eliminating mistakes arising when users extract features manually. The algorithm
reduces the computation time compared to other three-dimensional feature detection techniques. The algorithm also reduces the time in the process of three-dimensional facial reconstruction from the skull. Feature extraction was only performed on the surface of the skull. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is reduced comparing to the use of three-dimensional masks to extract features across the entire three-dimensional space contain data. Instead of complexity $O(n^3N)$ has only $O(N) + O(n^3N')$ with $N' << N$.

- I proposed algorithm of faces from skulls. Face results obtained by morphing the a face template to fit the skull due to soft tissue thickness at some locations of the landmarks on the skull. In this algorithm, I built the formula for calculating the thickness of facial soft tissue from skull measurements. I also interpolated additional soft tissue thickness in other skull landmark locations where there is no formula of soft tissue thickness calculation. The accuracy of face when combined face by RBF morphing with soft tissue interpolation increased 20% compared with no soft tissue interpolation. Average error is 1.2mm when comparing the reconstructed face and the real face.

12. Practical applicability: The results of the thesis have many potential applications in practical issues such as identification, criminal science.

13. Further research directions: 3D reconstruction
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